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The Cosmonaut V2 lets you harness spacial 
anomalies to create new frontiers of what you 

thought reverb and delay could be!

Thank You!
for purchasing an Cosmonaut V2

* Luna 2 - Is a dark haunting modulated reverb that pulls at you to travel 
deeper  into the void. Use anomaly to add modulation while your guitar 
travels through the spaces between. Excels as a dark warm reverb with 
long ambient tails or a tight modulated room verb.

*Sputnik - The original that started it all. The Sputnik algorithm Lets you 
dial in haunting modulation into a reflective plate reverb. Great for 
everything from ambient deep sounds to short reflective light verbs.

* Vostok 1 - A warm tape analog delay that excels at so many different 
sounds. Do a short slap with high travel for a ambient other worldly feel 
or go for a long Anomaly for a journey into space madness. 
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DC Jack: takes
a external DC 9v
100ma power supply.

Input Jack:
Plug your
guitar in here.

Output Jack:
Plug your
amp in here

Fuel: Controls the
mix from dry to wet

Anomaly: Controls the
amount of shimmer 
or octave

Travel: Controls
the feedback
 of the reverb. 

External Alt Jack: Takes
a NO (normally open) 
switch input to change the 
alt state

Expression jack: 
This controls the 
Travel on the 
bottom row. 

Alt State: When
the LED is on, the 
bottom row of  
knobs is active.  
When the LED is 
off, the top row
of knobs is active

Switch 1: Controls 
which algorithm
is active on the
top row of knobs
Switch 2: Controls 
which algorithm
is active on
the bottom
row of knobs

Bypass: Turns Pedal on/off.  
When Bypass and Alt switch is 
held for 10 sec it will change 
between tails and bypass mode

Alt Switch: Lets 
you change 
between the top 
row and bottom 
row of controls


